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BEAM-TRAN~P~~T S;~TE~ ;OR ~;~~~l<E~;~~~~~CYC~TRON 

1. Introduction 
*"• wr'r •• ' 

Hugo Atterling tt 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

May 4, 196Z 

This paper describes briefly, and mainly from an ion optical point of 

view, the beam transport system for the Berkeley 88-inch cyclotron. Pa.rtic-

ular attention will be paid to a bending system that has been designed to de-

fleet the beam through an angle of 104 deg in order to guide it into the cave 

provided for high-intensity bombard.."'lle11ts. It has, of course, been necessary 

to base the design pararneters for the various elements of the system on 

theoretical information about, e.g., the extracted beam. It is likely that 

modifications and changes will have to be m.ade in the near future when enough 

experience has been gained regarding the performance of the magnetic lenses. 

In general, the beam-transport systern has been designed with as much fle>::-

ibility as possible, to allow for such changes. 

~.; :· .C?.,e';~l·al ,La;:x;out 

Figure 1 shows a schematic layout of the beam-transport system. The 

beam emerging from the cyclotron is focused by a quadrupole doublet 0 1, and 

directed into a switching magnet ivl.
5

, which bends it into any one of several 

t Work done under the auspices of the u.S. Atomic Energy Commission. 

tt On leave of absence from the Nobel Institute of Physics, Stockholm, 

Sweden. 
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expedmental eaves. For further focusing outside the cyclotron vault. quad· 

rupole lenses (03 to o6) will be provided. These lenses will probably be 

arranged as doublets. but they can, if it becomes desirable, also be arranged 

as triplets. (For alight adjustments of the orientation of the beam before it 

enters M 8• a steering magnet between o
1 

and M 8 has been contemplated.) 

To reach the eave provided £or high-intensity bombardments the beam 

has to be bent through 104 <leg. This is accomplish.ed by means of the switch• 

ing magnet M 5 and a 4 7 ·deg sector magnet M 8 • A quadrupole doublet down

stream from M:e wUl focus the beam onto the target T. 'When calculating 

the optical properties of this bending system. two alternate positions of the 

dowaetream quadrupole lens have been considered (02 and 0 2 *). 

All quadrupole& shown in the layout (fig. 1) have an aperture of 4 in. 

and are of a standard type designed at Lawrence Radiation Laboratory. The 

standard doublets are assembled. from 8-in. long units. ~ome 16-in. unite 

will be available for possible triplets. 

The &witching magnet M8 ia of the circular-pole type, with a uniform 

field. The physical pole dia.meter ia 40 in. • and the gap ia 3 in. The pole tips 

eonsist of demountable pole <Iiska, and this makes it possible to change the gap 

if desirable (it can be increased to a maximum of 4 in.). The total weight of 

the switching magnet is about 27 metric tons. With a 3-in. gap, a field of

about l9~5 kO can be attained. The field needed to bend 66•MeV deuterons 

through an angle of 57 deg. is roughly 16 kG. The exact field value will de· 

pend on the effect of thtt fringe field. 

The design parameters for the bending magnet MB bad to be chosen 

so a.e to fit the dimensions of the switching magnet, which wa.a already designed 
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mentioned here that bending systems can be designed which have (to the first 

order) no dispersion in the final beam. Pennerz) has diacusaed such an arl'uge .. 

ment for 9,0 deg deflection. as euggested to him in a private communication with 

K. L. Brown. In the present case a system of two bending magnets combined with 

a dowMtream quadrupole doublet seemed to represent a simple and adequate aolu• 

tion. Accol"Ciing to first•ol'der calculatione it wUl be possible to obtain a rather 

narrow beam spot at the target. In pal'tieular. the calcula.tlom show that it ia 

possible in this way to make the ra.dial size of the beam at the target oDly slightly 

dependent on the momentum cUa~eraion caused by the bending magnets. U later 

it becomes necessary to modify this lt.Wite"':n; ~insertion of a single quadrupole 

between the two magnets might be considered. 

Figure 3 Ulustratea the principal arrangement o£ the 104-deg bending 

system. In the first-order study of this arrangement. the switching magnet 

Ms baa been considered as a S7·deg sector with straight pole eclgea. (This 

astumptlon is, of course. very nearly true as long as only a narrow region on 

each side of the optic axis ia considered. However, the possibility of. ma.ldng 

empirical corrections by shaping the pole edges bas beem kept 1ft mind.) 

As ~lready mentionec.t, both M5 and M8 are of the uniform-field 

type. The optic axis of the system is the central trajectory of ions with the 

momentum Po (the average momentum). For this trajectory the entry into, ancl 

exit from, the magnets are assumed to be pel'peftdtcular to the pole boundaries. 

Basica.lly, the arransement has been designed in such a way that a 

beam (of ions of a given momentum) that is initially parallel in the radlal 

plane wUl be transformed. to a finally parallel or almost-parallel beam. We 

assume (see fig. 3) that a ray of iona with various momenta enters Ms parallel 

with the optic axis. U we suppose that the two magn~ta both have a focal plane 
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at F {for lone of ,the average momentum Poh the outgoing ray R of ions with 

momentum· Po wm. ot course. also be parallel with the optic axis. A ray 

R 1 of momeutum Po + 4p wt.U leave MB displaced with reapect to R and 

alto. irlgeneral, with a elope to thla ray. If we a\lppose that both R ucJ R1 

coulcl be made parallel with the optle axis. then it ls eaay to realize that a 

quad.Rpole 4ouhlet clo\VI'latre&m:•from MB could focus both ray, to approximately 

the aa.me point on the optic axis (taking into account that the quadrupole does 

not give rise to any first-order dispersion). . 

A first .. order study of this system has shown that conditions can be 

found that not only make R parallel or ah'noet parallel with the optic axis, 

but also make the slope of R 1 With\. respect to R, due to the momentum spread 

.Ap. negligibly small. If, under such c::lrcumstances, a quadrupole doublet 
101 

downstream from MB (Oz of Oz in fig. 1) is made to focus the beam to the 

target (T, fig. 1). the radial beam size at the target will only be affected 

very,:r slightly by the momentum dispersion caused by the bendlDg magnets. 

For the first-order calculations referred to here, the matrix methodz' 3 ) 

has been used. The following discussion deals mainly with the beam properties 

in the radial plane. The coordinates that describe a particle trajectory in this 

plane are the radial displacement x with respect to the central ray, the slope 

Cl, and the momentum spread, which ia given by the ratio Ap/p0• It is assumed 

that x ie small compared to the bending radii p 1 and p z, that e1 ie small 

(maximum is a few degrees), and also that .O.p is small compared to Po· 

if Mx ia the radial plane transfer matrix for the total system M 5 .. MB' we 

have 

M ::: 
X (l) 

where 
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and orclered. The first-order numerical ca.leulatione used a.e a basis lor these 

parameters wiU be dt•cueaed below. The apace available for Mg was rel

aUvely Umitec:l. We found that the distance between the centers of M8 and 

MB ought to be somewhere in the range 110 to llS in. This distance was one . 

of the parameters determining the choice of bending radius fol' MB. The 

pole-sector parameters finally chosen are shown in fig. z. As seen from this 

li.gure; the radius of curvature for the central arc is 45 in. The width of the 
. 

pole sector ~· been made as large as 14 in. in order to insure as uniform 

a .field as possible within the region occupied by the beam. The bending 

magnet baa a gap of l in. and weighs about 6 metric tons. A field of about 

18 !silogauaa can be produced. The field needed to bend 66-MeV deuterons 

~rough 47 deg will be about 15 kG. 

-i"hen determining the Rlile•fa.ce dimensions fen: M 5 and MB' the 

, concept of a virtual (effective) field boundary1) has been ueed to account for 

. the effect of the fringe fielQ., as illustrated in fig. z. If d is the separation 

between this boundary and the ph~~ical field boundary. one baa d ~: k X g, where 

g is the magnet gap a.ncl k is a factor that magnet clerdgners often put equal 

to 1. Available field curves for magnets of a design similar to the ones de-

scribed here indicated, however, that k = 0.7 could be asswned to be a reason

able average value • 

As previously mentioned. the purpo$e of this bending system ia to bend 

the beam to the target in the high intensity cave with, it possible, no intensity 

loesea. The area of the target ia limited by a circl~~ of 1 in. diam. The main 

goal in designing this system baa been to eliminate, or decrease aa much as 

possible. the momentum <U.apersion caused by the bending magnets. It may be 
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We denote with x0 and ct. 0 the particle coordinates at entry to M5• 

and with x
8 

and a. e the coorclinates at exit from MB. Then we have, from 

the transfer matrix ( 1): 

(Z) 

(3) 

U az 1 = 0, ions of momentum Po entering M5 as a parallel beam will also 

leave MB as a parallel beam. The dispersion caused by the system is de

termined by the matrix elements au and &z3• 

When the studies of the 104-deg bending system were started, the 

switching magnet M5 was already designed and ordered. Due to this fact, 

p 1 was a fixed quantity. Takdng: into account that the above-mentioned factor 

k la not accurately known. and that it also wUl vary as the field is changed. 

p 1 has been estimated to fall in the range 38.5 to 4Z.5 in. (corresponding to 

a variation of k between 0.3 and lh p 1 = 41 in. has been considered as a 

probable average value. The bending angles 8 1 =57 deg and Bz = 47 deg 
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were also given quantities. Furthermore, the distance between the centers 

of the two n1agnete was, as mentioned, relatively fixed. The first step of the 

calculations was now to find a value for p z that could make the ayatem lul· 

fill the conditions briefly discussed above. As a result of this, a Pz value of 

4$ in. was chosen aa a suitable average value. However, to make allowance 

for a variation of k between 0.3 and 1, it has been assumed that Pz may fall 

in the range from 4Z to 4 7 in. 

Figure 4 shows the matrix elements a 13 through a 2 3 as functions of 

the separation L between Ms and MB for various sets of values of p 1 and 

Pz • (For the values o£ the matrix elements given in fig. 4, the units for x and 

G in eqs. (2) and (3) are inches and radians, respectively.) With the geometry 

ava.Uable, L has to be approximately 70 in. (plus or minus a few inches). The 

figure showe that for L = 70 inches, p 1 ; 41 in. , and p z = 45 in. the element 

a2 1 cbnies.rv.et'')Clcloae to zero, and a 23 become• so small that the term 

a23 (Ap/p0) in eq. (3) becomes almost negligible ( IAp/p0 I~ 0.002). In this case, 

an initially parallel beam of particles with a given momentum will leave the 

system ae an almost parallel beam. Due to the small value of a 23 the slope 

of outgoing rays with respect to the optic axis will be only very slightly affected 

by Ap/p0• 

To determine the radial beam size at target and, in general, verify 

the behavior of the 104-cleg bending arrangement, a number of rays have been 

traced from source to target for 64-MeV deuterons. For thia purpose, the 

tranafr:irmation matrices for the various etepahLave been calculated. The field

strength parameters for the quadrupole lensea have been derived on the basis of 

curves of the type described by Enge 4). 

The position of the apparent (virtual) radial source and the beam co

ordinates at this source have been calculated from the radial transfer matrix
5

) 
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for the defiector channel and the fringe field to a distance of a.bout3 'B 1.5 in. 

downstream from the end of the channel (toE- E in fig. 5). The space from 

E- E to the entrance of the first quadrupole (01) has been assumed to be 

field-free. The coordinates xs and a.
8 

at the apparent source have been 

estimated by assuming an effective diffuse source to be at the entrance of ;.~e 

defiector channel. The radial width of the apparent source (for a given momentum) 

as calculated in this way is only about 0.016 in., which means that the source 

is almost a point source. The maximum slopes for the outgoing rays have 

been determined by assuming that the width of the deflector channel at exit 

has the value used in the calculation of the channel matrix (for 64-MeV deuterons). 

The location of the apparent source is about 8 in. upstream from the end of the 

deflector. 

The relative momentum spread Ap/p0 has been estimated to be tt:O.OOZ. 

Due to the momentum dispersion. the centers of the sources corresponciing to 

the maximum and minimum momenta, respectively, are separated a distance 

of about 0.16 in. (see fig. 5, s 1 and Sz)• 

Figure 5 shows the results of some of the beam calculations for 64-Me V 

deuterons. Two positions for the downstream quadrupole doublet have been 
~ . 

considered (Oz and Oz ). The lena parameters for the quadrupole doublet 

0 1 have been adjusted in such a way that outgoing rays of particles of a given 

momentum are very nearly parallel in the radial plane. Vertically, 0 1 produces 

a slightly converging beam. The parameters for the downstream quadrupole lena 

(02 or Oz *>have been set to produce an image at the target, both in the radial 

plane and in the vertical plane. In both quadrupole doublets the upstream lens 

element has been made to focus radially and to defocus vertically. Two rays A 

and B from the sources s 1 and s2 (defined above) have been traced to the 

target. The rays leaving the downstream quadrupole doublet are marked 
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* • A, B and A • B , respectively, for the two alternate positions of this quad-

'l'Upole lem1- Due to symmetry, the image points wldch the rays C and D 

p~oduce at the target will be mirror images of the image points produced 

• * by A, Band A • B , respectively, (the reflection bef.ng made about the optic 

axis). 

To get the actual radial width of the beam at the target, one has to 

add to the width obtained trom fig. 5 a term O.Ol6XM, where M is the total 

radial magnification of the system. This term becomes almost negligibly 

e~l (about 0.07 ln. when Oz is placed 6a in. downstream fro.m M8 ). Taking 

this into account, the total raclial width in the two cases becomes 0.93 and 

0.65 tn. respectively. lt turns out that leas than 0.1 in. is due to dispersion 

caused by the system Ms • MB. The vertical size at target has been calculated 

by assuming that ta'tt effective .,.-diftu:sli. source is a.t the entrance to the deflector 

channel. ancl has a height of O.S in. Under theae aesumptioAa the vertical size 

of the beam at target in the two caaea considered becomes approximately O.S 

and 0.2 in., respectively. 

It should be emphasized. that the cases illustrated in fig. 5 dCPnbiJ.nEre·¢s· 

l8anity represent optimum conditions. These will. of course. be found in 

practice by proper adjustment of the quadrupole excitations. 

For a few years the switching magnet will be used to produce an analyzed. 

beam along the 57-d.eg direction. Later an analyzing system will be available 

for the direct beam from a •. 
A first-order calculation has been made of the momentum resolution 

for tae case in which the system Q 1 - M8 is set to produce a radial image 

on a. slit 120 J.n. downstream from M8 (inside the vault, close to the shielding 
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wall: compare fig. 1). U we assume that the properties of the apparent 

radial source are those discusaed above, it seems feasible to obtain an 

analyzed. beam of 64-Me V deuterons with a momentum resolution of approx· 

imately O.OSo/o. 
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The electrical and mechanical cteelgn of the switching magnet and the 

bending ma.gnet were done by Mr. Ralph Petera. 

lam much lnclebtecl to Dr. David L. Judd for discussions and advice, 

and. for help with an introductory study of some problems related to thla work. 

Ful'ther thanks as-e due to Dr. Elmer L. Kelly, Dr. BenuLrcl G. Harvey. and 

Dr. Homer E. Couett for dlscussion~ and suggestions. 1 w9uld like to acknowl

edge a preliminary study of the 57 deg beam, made by Dr. Harvey before the 

present work was started. Dr. Alper A. Garren and Mr. Her~ c. Owens 

supplied ihe necessary matrices for the deflector channel and the cyclotron 

fringe field. as well as other information concerning the t:btff~l beam. 1 

am grateful to D-r. Garren for several discussions on this subject. Mr. 

Claude Ellsworth helped wlth part of the numerical calc:ulationa. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

.Fig. 1. General layout of the beam transport system. The defieetor 

is indicated by :0, a 1 through o6 inaicate quadrupole lenses (02 

and Oz
101 

are alternate positions of the quadrupole doublet downstream ~ 

from MB h Ms is a switching magnet; and MB is a 4 7 ·deg bending 

magnet. 

Fig. a. The pole sector of the 47 deg ben,tting magnet. The clashed lines 

parallel with the pole edges indicate the virtual field boundaries. The 

geometry _abown is based on the assumption that the intersection between 

the virtual field boundaries includes as a point the center of curvature 

for the sector arcs. In this case d is about 2.1 in• 

Flg. 3. Principal arrangement of the lOti deg bending system Ms•MB. 

The sw:itehing magnet Ms is here regarded as a sector magnet with 

straight pole edges. In the actual case. the sector angles a.re: 

e1 = 57 deg. 92 = 47 deg. With regard to the values of p 1 and p a• 

see the text. The distance L is the separation between the virtual 

field boundaries. 

Fig. 4. The matrix elem.enta a11 through a23 of the r&dial•plane transfer 

matr~ for the 104 d.eg bending system vs the magnet separation L 

(see fig. 3). Three cases have been considered, corresponding to 

different values for p 1 and Pz (compare fig. 3): I. p 1 = 4Z.5 in., 

Pz = 47.0 in. ; U, p 1 = 41.0 in .. Pz = 45.0 in.; IU, pl c 38.5 in., 

Pz = 4z.o m. .. 
Fig. 5. Particle trajectories in the radial plane through the 104 deg 

bending system. In the calculations M5 has been considered a 57 deg 

sector magnet with straight pole edges (see fig. 3). The fringe•.field 

has been assumed to end atE-E. Two positions of the downstream 

• quadrupole doublet have been conoidered ( 02 and ~2 ; the corresponding 
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• * . outgoing rays are A, B .and A • B , respectively). The parameters used 
·I 

for the system Ms .. MB are those represented by case n, fig. 4, with 

L = 70 in. 
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